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INTRODUCTION
THE LEEDS BECKETT BRAND
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We can trace our heritage back almost 200 years to the  
founding of the Leeds Mechanics Institute in 1824. The institute 
was established to help the young men of Leeds gain the 
technical skills they needed to advance their employment 
prospects and meet the rapidly changing needs of a dynamic 
industrial environment.

Over the next 70 years or so, a number of new schools were 
founded in the city – the Leeds Government School of Design,  
the Commercial Evening School, the Leeds School of Science  
and the Yorkshire School of Cookery.  All had their roots in the 
Leeds Mechanics Institute.

Gradually, these schools underwent various name changes, and 
all had evolved into colleges by the early part of the 20th century. 

Some of our present-day academic schools, such as  
Leeds Business School and our School of Art, Architecture  
& Design, can track their foundations back to these historic 
schools and colleges.

Similarly, our Carnegie School of Education is a descendant of 
the City of Leeds Training College, established in 1907, and our 
Carnegie School of Sport can was born out of the innovative 
Carnegie College of Physical Training, founded in 1933 on the site 
that is now our Headingley Campus.

In 1970, all these colleges and their successor institutions were 
brought together under one name: Leeds Polytechnic. In 1992, 
the polytechnic became Leeds Metropolitan University. Our 
current name, Leeds Beckett University, was adopted in 2014.

All our predecessor schools and colleges were founded to do the 
same thing – to help meet the changing employment needs of 
the people, communities and employers here in our city.

Why is all this important today? It is because our current 
provision is still rooted in the philosophy of our founders. We are 
still educating our students to seize opportunities and advance 
their careers in a rapidly changing world, and we still do this in 
partnership with employers and professional bodies.

OUR HERITAGE
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OUR UNIVERSITY
We are proud of our university and  
its heritage.
We build strong relationships with 
employers, professional bodies and 
community organisations to ensure our 
education and research is contemporary, 
rich and relevant, and enables our 
graduates to make an immediate and 
effective contribution to society today, 
and throughout their careers.

We are united by shared beliefs  
in academic and creative freedom  
and in the powerful, positive difference 
education makes to the people, 
organisations and communities  
we serve. 
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THE LOGO
IDENTITY SYSTEM
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The university’s logo is the ‘face’ of our brand.
It is the most visible single entity that represents our 
philosophy, beliefs, values and ambitions.
It must be sufficiently robust in its conception and 
manifestation to bear scrutiny in terms of its relevance 
to our university.
But, the logo and its applications are, in essence, 
only our set of clothes: they are a visual expression of 
our personality. What matters most is that our visual 
personality is a true reflection of the content of our 
character: the brand must be authentic.

To achieve this, we held many face-to-face 
conversations over eighteen months with students 
and academics, suppliers and friends. We met with 
governors, employers, colleagues and heard from 
alumni as well as potential applicants.
These discussions provided the insights that led to our 
core characteristics, and, ultimately to our new logo. 
This is our starting point. These guidelines are 
designed to inform and inspire, and to be the basis for 
a proactive, organic evolution of the identity into the 
future.

 
 
Adrian Kilby 
Creator of the Leeds Beckett University logo 

The compass expresses a 
sense of direction for our 

University and our students 

Our characteristics are:
APPLIED AND ENGAGED

AGENTS OF CHANGE

The Yorkshire rose links us 
to our place in Leeds and 

Yorkshire, and to our heritage 
through our shield 

Our characteristics are:
CONFIDENT AND EMPHATIC

The seal denotes that a  
Leeds Beckett degree is  

a mark of excellence 

Our characteristics are:
STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE
INDIVIDUAL THINKERS WITH  

A SHARED ENDEAVOUR

COMPASS YORKSHIRE ROSE WAX SEAL

LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY

Inspiration for the logo
The compass expresses a sense  
of direction for our University and  
our students.

The Yorkshire rose links us to our place in 
Leeds and Yorkshire, and to our heritage 
through our shield.

The seal denotes that a Leeds Beckett 
degree is a mark of excellence.
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The Logo
This is the Leeds Beckett University  
logo. The two elements that make up 
the logo are the rose logomark and the 
typography (logotype). 

The purple variant is preferred and  
should be used for all instances unless 
legibility is affected. See page 18 for  
more information. 

The logo, including its logomark and 
logotype should not be altered or 
recreated in any way. 

Always use the master artwork, available 
from creative@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
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Versions
There are three versions of our logo, each 
with designated usage guidelines.

Version 01
This version of the logo is the preferred 
option for most applications. 

Version 02
This version is designed to fit in square 
or circular spaces or where the standard 
version risks losing visual impact, such as 
uniforms and other merchandise. 

Version 03
This version is designed for instances 
where vertical space limits the use of  
the other versions (particularly digital 
applications such as navigation bars, 
external systems etc.). 

Version 01

Version 02

Version 03
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International
To ensure the Leeds Beckett logo 
is applied consistently across all 
applications, an international version has 
also been provided. It has been spaced  
for ease of legibility and should not be  
re-created or modified. 

To ensure legibility and retained identity, 
we recommend this logo is a minimum of 
45mm in length on any printed material.

Minimum size

45mm
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Exclusion zone
To ensure the logo is unobstructed and 
legible, clear space around the logo must 
be applied.

No other elements should appear within 
this exclusion zone and, where possible, 
it should be increased to allow for clear 
recognition. 

The exclusion zone is equal to part of the 
logotype, marked here as x 

This method can be applied to all versions 
of the logo.

X

Exclusion zone

X
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Usage 
The colour application of the logo is  
single colour. This can be purple, black  
or white. 

On full colour backgrounds and/or  
photography, it is advised to use the  
black or white variants of the logo. 

The purple variant should only be  
used on full colour backgrounds and/or 
photography when there is strong  
contrast and legibility is retained. 

For clarity, using the purple logo on a 
black background is not recommended.
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Misuse
To maintain integrity and legibility of  
the logo, the logo should not be redrawn  
or altered. 

Here are examples of incorrect usage. 
These treatments should not be used for 
any version of our logo.  

Do not stretch or skew the logo in any way.

Do not re-align elements of the logo.

Do not add an outline on the logo.

Do not reproduce the logo in two colours.

Do not resize individual elements of the logo.

Do not add a drop shadow (or other effects) on the logo.

Do not use any encapsulating shapes/boxes around the logo.

Do not adjust tints or opacity.
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Scale
The logo must be clearly visible and 
reproduced consistently. As such, a 
minimum size is established. The 
logo should be reduced or enlarged 
proportionately.

To ensure legibility and retained identity, 
each logo should follow suggested sizing 
for any printed material.

Suggested scale (by length) for common 
paper sizes:
 
Version 01
A0 - 245mm 
A1 - 165mm 
A2 - 110mm 
A3 - 75mm 
A4 - 55mm 
A5 - 45mm

Version 02
A0 - 160mm 
A1 - 108mm 
A2 - 70mm 
A3 - 46mm 
A4 - 36mm 
A5 - 26mm

Version 03
A0 - 400mm 
A1 - 310mm 
A2 - 240mm 
A3 - 140mm 
A4 - 94mm 
A5 - 84mm

Minimum size

40mm

A5 A4

A3

Recommended sizing examples

26mm

84mm
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Application
The Leeds Beckett University logo can 
be showcased through specialist finishes 
such as embossing or foil-blocking. Any 
such applications will need to be approved 
by our creative team. 

Gold foil-blocking

Wax seal
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Positioning
Preferred positioning is top left or right 
corner. Other placement can be used if 
more suitable for successful compositions.

The positioning of the logo is flexible, but 
it should be chosen carefully in relation 
to the advertising format being used. 
Ensure it is clearly displayed and that the 
rules of minimum size, clear space and 
backgrounds are adhered to. 

MAIN
MESSAGE
HERE

LARGE
HEADING
Xeristia tiatquis acestor enducius.
Ut etus etur, sus expla sit odi berro int officiassi bea 
cus eaquam aut omnitib usapis saerum nos dis eat 
anim quam untium eos simusae stionem poruptatem 
facea dit volore, sinistiam simo de num, tempore 
mporum, optaepu daeperu menissi cum aperum hic 
totatatem apeliaepre nonse corepe solo venimpo 
rrumquid ut quid quiae. Ximoloresti tota aborend ellest 
mod mi, optatis nam et a nonet utem ipicips unditiisqui 
coreressequi necea si cum voluptatem aut ent volum 
harit, veribus.
Hendelit omnihil intur?
Arum quaerio nsectum voluptios ventistis cumquos 
ident, sed molorem porerit et, optae. Offic to conse sin 
consed modi initatis et optas dendunt iliquia pora dolor 
acest, quia invellaborem que in pa apitati issition nos 
eos corum qui cone si omnihil ignima sunt, in prature 
que autaturibus.
quam quae pra venimi, volum dem ad modis et aut aut 
enditia tectur am, te omnienimin porepudam, sant, 
omniati istrum dolupti consendi nis maximaximint del-
liqui id ut rero cor am il explaboriati ilit perro eatusap 
eliquis rehende nem et volor aliant, est, tectur?

Top left or right placement is easily  
applicable for most formats.
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Xeristia tiatquis acestor enducius.
Ut etus etur, sus expla sit odi berro int officiassi bea cus eaquam 
aut omnitib usapis saerum nos dis eat anim quam untium eos 
simusae stionem poruptatem facea dit volore, sinistiam simo de 
num, tempore mporum, optaepu daeperu menissi cum aperum 
hic totatatem apeliaepre nonse corepe solo venimpo rrumquid ut 
quid quiae. Ximoloresti tota aborend ellest mod mi, optatis nam 
et a nonet utem ipicips unditiisqui coreressequi necea si cum 
voluptatem aut ent volum harit, veribus.
Hendelit omnihil intur?
Arum quaerio nsectum voluptios ventistis cumquos ident, sed 
molorem porerit et, optae. Offic to conse sin consed modi initatis 
et optas dendunt iliquia pora dolor acest, quia invellaborem que in 
pa apitati issition nos eos corum qui cone si omnihil ignima sunt, in 
prature que autaturibus.
quam quae pra venimi, volum dem ad modis et aut aut enditia 
tectur am, te omnienimin porepudam, sant, omniati istrum dolupti 
consendi nis maximaximint delliqui id ut rero cor am il explaboriati 
ilit perro eatusap eliquis rehende nem et volor aliant, est, tectur?

When aligning with text,  
you can align by logo typography.

LARGE
HEADING
Xeristia tiatquis acestor enducius.
Ut etus etur, sus expla sit odi berro int officiassi bea 
cus eaquam aut omnitib usapis saerum nos dis eat

Ensure negative space is 
dominant for instances 
where logo is used as a 
focal point and carefully 
consider alignment.

Positioning 
The logo can also be aligned with the 
text and used as a focal point in certain 
contexts. Any such applications need to be 
approved by our creative team. 
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Sub-brands
The Leeds Beckett University logo is a 
universal signature required to appear 
across all our communications. It can be 
used to support sub-brands, including 
schools and external-facing services.

Sub-brand logos use their name alongside 
the logomark of the Leeds Beckett 
University logo. 

Sub-brand logos should be approved and 
created by our creative. Please do not 
create a sub-brand logo, or alter existing 
ones in any way. For legibility purposes, 
sub-brand logos are restricted to either 
purple, black or white colour application. 

Examples of sub-brand logos
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Sub-brands — scale & exclusion zone
Minimum size should be measured by 
height, which should be at least 15mm.

The exclusion zone is equal to the distance 
from the top identifier (Leeds Beckett 
University) to the bottom of the first line of 
the logotype, marked here as x 

15mm

Minimum size

Exclusion zone

X
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At times, Leeds Beckett University will 
appear alongside other logos, from our 
partners and other organisations. 

Dual-branding 
Dual branding implies a formal 
partnership, sponsorship or similar 
agreement between Leeds Beckett 
University and another organisation. 

There is a fixed relationship which 
applies to any instances of Leeds Beckett 
University dual-branding as it is important 
to maintain the standard of our identity. 

A 0.5pt line should separate logos used. 
The line needs to match the height of the 
LBU logo, and needs to be set to black (or 
white, if used on dark backgrounds).

This application can only be used for  
a top-level strategic approach which  
adds value to our logo. Additionally, only 
the primary Leeds Beckett University  
logo can be used for dual-branding. 

Co-branding
Co-branding is when Leeds Beckett 
University is a partner in a project or event 
with a number of other organisations. In 
this instance the dual-branding application 
should not be used. Ensure you follow 
scale and spacing rules and that the logo 
is of equal size to all other logos used.

Dual-branding examples

Co-branding examples
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COLOUR
IDENTITY SYSTEM
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Primary palette
These are our core colours. The primary 
brand colour is Beckett Purple and it 
should appear on all materials.

When printing on uncoated stock, avoid 
using Process Black U. Registration Black 
should be used instead. 

Our core colours work very well  
together and can be combined to any 
weighting, but for more positive tones,  
use black as an accent (or for copy) and 
avoid using it as a background.

Our colours are separated into the 
following groups:

— undergraduate

— postgraduate

— international

This helps create a distinguishing voice  
for our different audiences, as well  
as establishing clearer identities for 
different sectors.

For any material produced,  
Beckett Purple must be present,  
even if minimally applied.
Using all secondary palette colours on a 
piece of communication is not compulsory. 
Carefully consider the palette and colour 
usage in order to produce high-quality 
material.

As a general rule, avoid using all colours 
in the same weighting — instead, choose 
one or two as dominant and any additional 
selections as an accent. 

Beckett Purple
Spot  Pantone 266 
CMYK   74 / 80 / 0 / 0 
RGB  117 / 59 / 189 
HEX   753bbd

Black
Spot  Pantone Process Black 
CMYK   0 / 0 / 0 / 100 
RGB  0 / 0 / 0 
HEX   000000

White 
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Secondary palette — undergraduate
See page 22 for usage and restrictions.

Blue UG
Spot  Pantone 311 
CMYK   70 / 0 / 14 / 0 
RGB  5 / 195 / 222 
HEX   05c3de

Yellow UG
Spot  Pantone 102 
CMYK   0 / 0 / 88 / 0 
RGB  252 / 227 / 0 
HEX   fce300

Coral UG
Spot  Pantone 178 
CMYK   0 / 65 / 48 / 0 
RGB  255 / 88 / 93 
HEX   ff585d

CORE

COLOUR WEIGHTING OPTIONS
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Secondary palette — postgraduate
See page 22 for usage and restrictions.

Grey PG
Spot  Pantone Cool Gray 11 
CMYK   10 / 0 / 0 / 69 
RGB  83 / 86 / 90 
HEX   53565A

Blue PG
Spot  Pantone Process Blue  
CMYK   80 / 30 / 0 / 2 
RGB  0 / 133 / 202 
HEX   0085ca

Purple PG 
Spot  Pantone Purple 
CMYK   20 / 85 / 6 / 0 
RGB  187 / 41 / 187 
HEX   bb29bb

CORE

COLOUR WEIGHTING OPTIONS
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Secondary palette — international
See page 22 for usage and restrictions.

Green INT
Spot  Pantone 3395 
CMYK   68 / 0 / 46 / 0 
RGB  0 / 195 / 137 
HEX   00c389

Yellow INT
Spot  Pantone 127  
CMYK   5 / 0 / 55 / 0  
RGB  243 / 221 / 109 
HEX   f3dd6d

Pink INT
Spot  Pantone 238 
CMYK   0/ 64 / 0 / 0 
RGB  228 / 93 / 191 
HEX   e45dbf

CORE

COLOUR WEIGHTING OPTIONS
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Tints
For flexibility in digital and video content, 
two tints are allowed for all colours. These 
are 80% and 40%.

The tints should be avoided for print 
materials. They can be used, but this 
should be carefully considered. For 
instance, they can be used in illustrations 
to create depth or as a full page 
background. Please do not use them  
for copy or for creating text boxes under 
any circumstance.80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%

80%

40%
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TYPOGRAPHY
IDENTITY SYSTEM
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MEET OUR PRIMARY HEADLINE TYPEFACE — 

HELLO! I’M AVENY T LBU. 
I’M LOUD AND PROUD!

Aveny T LBU helps form the foundation of our identity. It is our  
headline typeface, working perfectly to convey punchy messages at 
any scale. Its letterforms give a professional and distinctive look, while 
its rounded edges help to retain a friendly and relaxed personality.
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Hello, I’m DIN Pro. 
I’m very flexible and can 
solve most problems.
DIN is our supporting typeface. A utilitarian yet modern typeface, it is 
designed for legibility and efficiency. It has endless applications, from 
signage to large amounts of copy.
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Hello, I’m TT Jenevers.
I’m an elegant serif with  
modern characteristics. 
TT Jenevers is our tertiary typeface. It has six weights and italics. It provides advanced 
typographic support with features such as ligatures, small capitals, stylistic alternates 
standard and old-figures. It is ideally suited for more formal applications, but its 
asymmetric serifs give it a distinctively contemporary feel, which allow it to work well 
alongside our other typography. 
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Hello, I’m Arial. 
I’m versatile and found 
on most software.
Arial is our alternative typeface, and can be found on both PC and Mac. 
It is a free font, accessible on most software. Arial is a neutral sans serif 
appropriate for most applications. Its generous x-height gives it clarity 
and legibility even at very small sizes.
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Typography — Usage
Aveny T LBU should be used exclusively  
for headings, support headings and short 
but important paragraphs (for example, 
standfirsts).

Din Pro can be used for body copy and 
other any other applications alongside 
Aveny T LBU headings. For flexibility, it has 
also been applied to a heading style - H04 
(Heading number 04).

TT Jenevers should be used for more 
formal applications where a serif font 
is suitable. It can be used alongside our 
other typefaces, or on its own. 

Arial can be used only when no other 
brand typography is available.

Headings 
There are four heading styles (H01, H02, 
H03, H04) that support our brand, and 
must be adhered to.

HEADING NUMBER 01 & 03 
ALTERNATIVE STYLE

HEADING STYLE
NUMBER 01 

HEADING NUMBER 03

Main headings

Support headings

Heading Style Number 02

Alternative style
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SPORT.

Typography — Usage

H01 (Heading number 01)
Set in our primary font, Aveny T LBU, H01 
is our primary heading style. This is used 
for the most important message in any 
communications. It is strongest when 
applied to signage, posters, publication 
covers and adverts.

It also functions well for editorial work, 
particularly for short article headings or 
short pull-out quotes, etc.

For longer headings consider stacking or 
use the secondary heading style (H02).

The alternative style for H01 features a 
background highlight (not a box) and is 
recommended for digital applications and 
any instances where legibility is an issue.

For very short headings, increase 
size to create impact. 

WE’RE HOME TO WORLD-LEADING  
EXPERTS AND SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES.

Consider stacking longer headings 
but take care not to create very 
large blocks of text that feel too 
heavy, unless doing so strengthens 
your message. 

Avoid having headings longer  
than 70 characters (ideally no 
longer than 8-10 words).

BUILDING 
KNOWLEDGE,  
AMBITION &  
PERFORMANCE.

Heading work strongest when short 
and stacked over 2-4 lines.
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Typography — Usage

H01 (Heading number 01)
To better distinguish from our previous 
identity, the heading uses certain weight, 
case and leading styles. 

This styling also applies to H03.

BUILDING 
KNOWLEDGE,  
AMBITION &  
PERFORMANCE.

Tighten leading to create a sense  
of strength.

BUILDING 
KNOWLEDGE,  
AMBITION &  
PERFORMANCE.

When using default settings for 
leading, upper-case typography is 
widely spaced and messaging loses 
its impact.

BUILDING 
KNOWLEDGE,  
AMBITION &  
PERFORMANCE.

Bold weighting for headings helps 
enforce our new identity. Other 
weights should not be used here  
as they are too similar to our 
previous brand.

Building 
knowledge, 
ambition & 
performance.

Sentence case set in Bold can be hard to read 
- we recommend using an alternate heading 
style when sentence case is required.
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Typography — Usage

H02 (Heading number 02)
This heading can be used to replace 
the H01 heading when the copy is 
exceptionally long and using H01 feels too 
heavy. It can also be applied for materials 
where accessibility is paramount. 

Doping prevention: 
raising awareness, 
shaping policy and 
changing practice  
in EU 28

SUPPORT HEADING

Doping prevention: raising 
awareness, shaping policy and 
changing practice in EU 28

SUPPORT HEADING

This heading style should always appear 
alongside our support heading in order to 
retain identity and continuity.

Unlike our main heading, this style uses 
sentence-case. 
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HEADING  
COPY HERE

HEADING NUMBER 03

HEADING 
NUMBER 03

HEADING NUMBER 03

Typography — Usage

H03 (Heading number 03)
The support heading. This can be used  
for identifier purposes, significant  
or supporting information, pull-out quotes  
and more. It can work alongside both H01 
and H02.

H03 is very flexible in terms of positioning. 
If unsure, it can always sit above or below 
the dominant heading (aligned left). 

The alternative style for H03 features a 
background highlight (not a box) and is 
recommended for digital applications and 
any instances where legibility is an issue.

HEADING NUMBER 03

HEADING  
COPY HERE

HEADING  
COPY HERE

Heading copy here Utatur? 
Icimolo rumqui dolupti nvenihi 
ciiscipsa cone necatibearum eossi 
asperunte simporp orercimus, 
quod ulpa dolorat iissimus.
Tiur ande sint aut aute dellabo 
ribusci atateni hillabor maiones 
dis quae rersperi cullabo. Elit
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Typography — Usage

Colour application
There are four methods of applying colour 
to headings: 

A 
single colour (primary palette) 
This approach is more suitable for more 
formal applications.

B 
two colour (primary palette)

C 
two colour (primary and secondary palette)
D 
single colour / secondary palette

This colour application can be used for 
H01, H03 and their alternative styles. 

H02 should always be single colour, 
preferably white or black on a contrasting 
background.

HEADING STYLE
NUMBER 01 

HEADING STYLE
NUMBER 01 

HEADING STYLE
NUMBER 01 

HEADING STYLE
NUMBER 01 

colour application A colour application B

colour application C colour application D
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Typography — Usage

Sizing
Using strong contrast between type sizes 
creates depth, dynamism and a sense  
of movement. 

The support heading (H03) should be at 
most 1/2 the height of the main heading 
and no smaller than a 1/4 the height of  
the main heading. 

HEADINGHEADING NUMBER 03
HEADING NUMBER 03
HEADING NUMBER 03

HEADINGHEADING NUMBER 03
HEADING NUMBER 03

SHOWN HERE (FROM TOP)
Heading 60pt 
Supporting 14pt 

Heading 60pt 
Supporting 20pt

Heading 60pt
Supporting 30pt

HEADING NUMBER 03 HEADINGHEADING NUMBER 03
HEADING NUMBER 03
HEADING NUMBER 03
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Typography — Usage

Standfirst
This copy can be set in either DIN Pro or 
Aveny T LBU Light/Regular.

Negative Space
The main heading needs negative space 
to have as much impact as possible. It is 
recommended to position the standfirst (or 
other body copy) at a comfortable distance 
from the main heading. Preferably, this 
spacing should be at least the same height 
distance as the height of the main heading 
and support heading combined.

Bererchil il intinul lorendi con nisint miliciet archillabo. Itatest iundips 
antiossum quo bere int. Ellut alis essimil itiaepr eruptas que et 
dolorecti ate iuntur? Era ilibuscipsa volupturibus aut volent voluptatur 
moluptus et, sa inum et, vel elluptatio tem facid quam aut offic. 
Bererchil il intinul lorendi con nisint miliciet archillabo. Itatest iundips 
antiossum quo bere int. 

SUPPORT HEADING

MAIN HEADING 
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HEADING NUMBER 01 & 03 
ALTERNATIVE STYLE

Typography — Usage
For ease of use, an alternative style for 
both H01 and H03 is provided. This should 
be used for digital usage or when legibility 
is an issue. 

In this application, type colour should 
be kept to white or black, with the 
background highlight using additional 
colour. The application method shown on 
p44 can be applied to the rule instead. 

HEADING  
NUMBER 01

HEADING NUMBER 03
ALTERNATIVE STYLE

HEADING NUMBER 01  ALTERNATIVE STYLE

Examples of internal pages 
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DIN Pro 9pt/11pt

I maintain that the cosmic religious feeling is the strongest and noblest motive for scientific 
research. Only those who realise the immense efforts and, above all, the devotion without  
which pioneer work in theoretical science cannot be achieved are able to grasp the strength of  
the emotion out of which alone such work, remote as it is from the immediate realities of life,  
can issue. 

What a deep conviction of the rationality of the universe and what a yearning to understand, 
were it but a feeble reflection of the mind revealed in this world, Kepler and Newton must have 
had to enable them to spend years of solitary labour in disentangling the principles of celestial 
mechanics! Those whose acquaintance with scientific research is derived chiefly from its practical 
results easily develop a completely false notion of the mentality of the men who, surrounded by 
a sceptical world, have shown the way to kindred spirits scattered wide through the world and 
through the centuries. 

Only one who has devoted his life to similar ends can have a vivid realisation of what has inspired 
these men and given them the strength to remain true to their purpose in spite of countless 
failures. It is cosmic religious feeling that gives a man such strength. A contemporary has said, 
not unjustly, that in this materialistic age of ours the serious scientific workers are the only 
profoundly religious people.

Typography — Usage

Body copy
For most materials, body copy should 
be range left and set to DIN Pro Light. 
DIN Pro Regular and Medium can be 
used for small print materials such as 
business cards, A6 flyers, name cards, etc. 
Another instance where DIN Pro Regular 
or Medium may be more suitable for 
body copy is when placed on coloured or 
photographic backgrounds.

Weights can be mixed, but please 
ensure there is significant differentiation 
between selected weights. The strongest 
combination comes from pairing DIN Pro 
Light with DIN Pro Bold.

For most print materials, it is 
recommended to use DIN Pro at 9pt, 10pt 
or 11pt for body copy on standard A sizes 
(up to A3). 

Body headings
Body headings should use DIN Pro, set in 
sentence-case.

DIN Pro 11pt/13 pt 
I maintain that the cosmic religious feeling is the strongest and noblest motive 
for scientific research. Only those who realise the immense efforts and, above 
all, the devotion without which pioneer work in theoretical science cannot be 
achieved are able to grasp the strength of the emotion out of which alone such 
work, remote as it is from the immediate realities of life, can issue. 
What a deep conviction of the rationality of the universe and what a yearning to 
understand, were it but a feeble reflection of the mind revealed in this world, 
Kepler and Newton must have had to enable them to spend years of solitary 
labour in disentangling the principles of celestial mechanics! Those whose 
acquaintance with scientific research is derived chiefly from its practical 
results easily develop a completely false notion of the mentality of the men 
who, surrounded by a sceptical world, have shown the way to kindred spirits 
scattered wide through the world and through the centuries. 
Only one who has devoted his life to similar ends can have a vivid realisation 
of what has inspired these men and given them the strength to remain true to 
their purpose in spite of countless failures. It is cosmic religious feeling that 
gives a man such strength. A contemporary has said, not unjustly, that in this 
materialistic age of ours the serious scientific workers are the only profoundly 
religious people.
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Technical specifications —  Alternative 
heading style

To apply style in Adobe InDesign, open 
Paragraph Style Options 

Under Paragraph Rules, check Rule On 
(can be rule above or below). The weight 
of the rule will depend on your type size, 
however it will generally be the same as 
your type size, or within 1-3 points.

Under the Width setting, select Text.

Under Offset setting, adjust manually until 
rule is evenly above and below the type. 

When creating the style in other software, 
pay close attention to the height difference 
of the type and the rule. The rule should 
bleed past the type, and it should be 
smaller than 1/4 of the overall type height. 
Additionally, the rule should only allow for 
a thin space before and after the type (left 
and right). Avoid creating the sense of a 
text box. 

HEADING NUMBER 01 & 03 
ALTERNATIVE STYLE

SHOWN HERE
32/35pt, 32pt rule with -9.55 offset
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Technical specifications —  Aveny T LBU

Kerning 
Can be set to metrics or optical, and 
minor adjustments are recommended at 
larger sizing (80pt and higher) 

Tracking
Tracking should be kept at 0 value  
for all materials.

Leading
For headlines or displays, it is 
recommended using reduced leading to 
achieve the desired effect. Please take 
care to maintain legibility when employing 
any of these typographical modifications.

Hyphenation
Off.

Minimum Size
10pt.

Ligatures
On.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

MEDIUM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

BOLD
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

BLACK

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

LIGHT

DIN Pro Light Italic
DIN Pro Regular Italic
DIN Pro Medium Italic
DIN Pro Bold Italic
DIN Pro Black Italic

ITALIC (OBLIQUE)

Technical specifications —  DIN Pro
 
Kerning 
Can be set to metrics or optical, and 
minor adjustments are recommended at 
larger sizing (80pt and higher) 

Tracking
Tracking should be kept at 0 value  
for all materials.

Leading
Set to automatic for bodycopy more than 
three lines of copy. 

Hyphenation
Off

Minimum Size
6.5pt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

MEDIUM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

BOLD
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

EXTRA BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

LIGHT

TT Jenevers Light Italic 
TT Jenevers Italic 
TT Jenevers Medium Italic 
TT Jenevers Bold Italic 
TT Jenevers Extra Bold Italic 
TT Jenevers Black Italic

ITALIC (OBLIQUE)

Technical specifications —  TT Jenevers
 
Kerning 
Can be set to metrics or optical, and 
minor adjustments are recommended at 
larger sizing (80pt and higher) 

Tracking
Tracking should be kept at 0 value  
for all materials.

Leading
Set to automatic for bodycopy more than 
three lines of copy. 

Hyphenation
Off

Minimum Size
10pt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

MEDIUM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

BOLD
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

REGULAR

Arial Italic 
Arial Bold Italic 

ITALIC (OBLIQUE)

Technical specifications —  Arial

Tracking
Tracking should be kept at 0 value  
for all materials.

Leading
Default

Hyphenation
Off

Minimum Size
6pt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789?!@£%&

BOLD
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Vertical blocks
Our brand is built on several elements 
working strongly together, particularly the 
relationships between typography, colour 
and photography. In certain instances 
where all three elements cannot be 
featured (for example, photography on 
signage), it is important to establish a 
graphic styling or device that can not only 
sustain the overall identity, but elevate  
and enrich it. 

The vertical blocks are born from our 
brand characteristics. They are an 
abstract representation of our community, 
reflecting a sense of collaboration and 
progress - of different parts forming a 
whole. This graphic device is confident, 
contemporary and flexible in terms of its 
application.
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Vertical blocks — Usage
This system is built from vertical blocks of 
different weights, appearing and shifting 
across the page. They can range from 
very simple compositions (two blocks of 
varying widths) to more complex designs 
(numerous blocks of varying widths).

They can be a vehicle for colour usage 
and can support photography and layout. 
They can also provide a simple yet striking 
background for text-based materials.

The blocks can only appear in one row  
(as shown here).

Photography only

Photography and colour

Colour only (undergraduate example)
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Photography — Style

Strong photography is key to telling the 
story of Leeds Beckett University. Our 
photographic approach uses a ‘fly on the 
wall’ style, with genuine, natural moments 
captured. It should reflect our vibrant and 
diverse community.

The point of view should capture 
environments from the eyes of a student 
and tell an authentic story. 

Our students should appear relaxed, 
natural and confident. Never use student 
photos that feel posed or staged. 

Staff or specific campaign photography 
can be studio shot or slightly staged, to 
create a more professional dialogue with 
the audience. 

Use a shallow depth of field to create a 
blurred background or foreground. 

Create interesting and engaging 
compositions by using unexpected angles. 

Have a strong focal point, with generous free 
space surrounding it. 

Keep exposure light and bright to create a 
sense of space. 
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Photography — Usage

Both print and digital layouts should allow 
photography to immediately make an 
impact and draw the reader in.

CARNEGIE 
SCHOOL 
OF SPORT

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE,  
AMBITION AND PERFORMANCE.

Use full bleed (edge-to-edge) photography to 
support ideas with confidence.

Create tension, scale and contrast when using 
more than one image, for example a wide-angle 
shot next to a close-up.

SCHOOL OF ART,
ARCHITECTURE
& DESIGN
At adi am harum quiate dolut autecullende prae. Itati 
blaut alit et et elitaquibus doluptatur, corro quam, tem 
quat autempos et, comni cusantis soloren imaioreprae 
core nis etur re sum hilicienet odionsero maximet qui 
omnitatur?
Volla doluptatur aut ipsa aut quo eriberiti ut explabor 
aut officiditius et pedis ipsapie ndisquatecus.

Welcome—

Find out more >

When used alongside large amounts of copy, use 
negative space to give images impact.

CARNEGIE 
SCHOOL 
OF SPORT

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE,  
AMBITION AND PERFORMANCE.
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Graphic Icons

Our brand includes a series of simple 
graphic icons that can be used across 
the university’s breadth of work. These 
will help establish identity and continuity 
across all schools and services. 

These will replace found imagery and 
generic stock vectors wherever possible.

They can use any of our colours but 
should be single colour or combined  
with black/white only. 

Development will be an ongoing process, 
and specific icons can be requested from 
the creative team.

These will be available from Marketing 
Self-Help.

Selected icons



HERALDRY
IDENTITY SYSTEM
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Coat of Arms & Crest
In the United Kingdom armorial bearings 
are granted under Royal authority by 
the Kings of Arms, officers appointed by 
the Crown. Their regulation (in England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland) is conducted 
through the Earl Marshal and the College 
of Arms in London. 

Leeds Beckett University was granted its 
arms in 1993 under warrant authorised 
by Sir Conrad Marshall John Fisher Swan, 
Garter Principal King of Arms (1992-1995).

Symbolism found within the coat of arms: 

Green colour - conservation 
Owl - Leeds and wisdom 
Yorkshire rose - County symbol 
Open books - learning 
Chevron - represents a place  
of protection 
Fountain - knowledge

Motto — Victrix fortunae sapientia 
(Wisdom is the conqueror of fortune)

Bookplate for the City of 
Leeds Training College

Yorkshire rose, as shown in  
“A History of Yorkshire” (Tate, 1960)

University shield
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Coat of Arms — Usage
The University coat of arms is restricted 
to ceremonial applications such as 
graduation. Other, limited uses of the coat 
of arms will be considered on a case-by-
case basis.

The shield can be used in black, white 
or gold, as shown here. Please consider 
using the spot value whenever possible 
or other special finishing such as foil 
blocking or embossing. 

Gold I
Spot  Pantone Rich Gold 
CMYK   22 / 25 / 60 / 5 
RGB  200 / 178 / 115 
HEX   C8B273
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Cover

Internal pages
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Cover
Internal pages
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Cover Internal pages
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DOCUMENT SUBTITLE

MAIN 
DOCUMENT
TITLE HERE

Additional information 
here

DOCUMENT SUBTITLE

MAIN 
DOCUMENT
TITLE HERE

Additional information 
here

Brand Guidelines / Concept Visuals / Print / Documents (various)

DOCUMENT SUBTITLE

MAIN 
DOCUMENT
TITLE HERE

Additional information 
here

DOCUMENT SUBTITLE

MAIN 
DOCUMENT
TITLE HERE

Additional information 
here
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Team or Area 
Leeds Beckett University
Room & Building,  
Building/Campus,  
Street,  
Leeds POSTCODE

a.example@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
+44 (0) 113 812 000
+44 (0) 7000 000000 
leedsbeckett.ac.uk

Professor  
Firstname Lastname 
Qualifications 

Position
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Team or Area
0113 812 0000 
leedsbeckett.ac.uk

Leeds Beckett 
University  
Room & Building, 
Building/Campus,  
Street,  
Leeds POSTCODE

Xime nis volorum 

Re possunt vit ut voluptatur solupisim rest re vitioreprem dolore providis mi, officabo. Ihiliquas et quia quundusciis aut providendit explique experis 
volupit plab ipsae mos inctota cuptia cuptis expliscit hitatem quod que ne laut utatestrum sequi ommodi volum reped molore, quisquiatate exerspis 
molorepudias doluptatem nia doluptati corestium, sintium aliqui consectas ut exceriberi toreperrum, sum fugia nonest omnimo et eos eum vendam, 
quat.

Picienectist repera sendae estibus eosamen eculpa vollori tiunt.

Giam esequatest aliquo consequi acerum ide exerferatem et arumet arundunt rempor aut odit quam, sum quiam quam, sum, occum nonsequam 
sinctios ulpa cus, omnisquibus, suntis et deniam fugitatur aut officiamus.

Ad et eatiam fugit vene veris estiis sus voloren iamendia naturep udisciis utempelit venihillaut arum nos nulpa quunti berestem re quibus pro 
etusant iumquia nos re voloratque dolor aliciam solorepta sania conserro minctas imossundem. Et velique sin porem hillam volum vendit inihit 
aut omnimagnati officid mos a aut doluptae velessus eaque modi cus, ut doluptat volorumque conest fugit quaerum repro dunte soluptiam inullor 
eperemo digentur, conetur secum unt dendipidem re nullore rnatur, non poristrum, quiasped que sin rectio officil lestiberibus est maio temporem 
et qui deliatur?

Officipit lantiis re nam vid es as eum doluptati totaecat.

Int. Ipsum excesci pidunt laborerum, offictis excerem. Vendes mo odis nobis nist qui illes ne nonseratur acea nienimo vid expero conse quiaestia 
cusam, officto volupiet ut molupient, solupta quuntium nulles ent, volore aliqui ipid quatur, incidit ilignis etur?

Agnistrum doluptatur, totatus adition sequae. Nam qui dolupta cuptatiis venienda conse re, con eicimagnis in pellamusa simusap ellorat ianihil 
intio. Iberspe ressitas aut dolor alit moloren daepre odit volorem eror molest dist, quiamen dandaeped ma sunt modi as sectet dolenditat ea conet 
repuditi nossi quam net, qui doluptae. Minus alitionsequi apicti berundaecume nihitiunt et que volupis est, qui santinctiusa iur, secta id moluptatem 
none dero dion cuptum quam, idel il magniet et modis et re nusamusam quaspit abore, sedionsectur remquis isinus, volorro viduntur, iusa sequidu 
cipsaperore nobis ut am idi blabo. Itaturest escid quia doloria quia prem nis aut elitatest aspe parum, serem quiatusda ipsumet lam simpos 
volupture sime ped endendaestet liquam serspe premporrorum si derferae. Nem fugiam accate verit liquam voloreptat.

Odi id eicius iuntibus esciet verio estium inctas et re pa ipit es quat.

Um endam, conseque doluptat.

Henditias ea voloritat ut quia eicient dit el molupta tiatem aped mod ma que nume eos vendunt essinct aquam, ut lant vendant, corem. Ibustrum 
veris si blaboratem laut occus ut odiaecus.

Apis enis numquat enihil imoluptat eosae lam quaerum velit ad magnis ped quos sapiet offici con eos acerum exeriat odit, tem esecus evenim into te 
nobita con porem hiti volora que qui volo quidem resecul laboritas sum nullut am eatem nihil impersp errovit molorumquiam dolupta eriorro magnis 
soloris quas ma el eiciissit estoribus ea cus.

Aquis quae sinctae. Me etur rerrum sundent laborionem lamust, se nonecum anda perro eniet etur sam re nobitae si od maxim quodic tent, 
serfereste pedisim olorerum ipsapitem fugit unte volupta tumquam quis et endi con est quis es est volore, quam quaspeditis as quo mos sa nest 
aut praeribusae volupta temquiant fuga. Nam aut laborpo riamus sectus denem vidio odigenis aut expliqui dis nonsendigent es se ipisquam ipsundi 
psunto bearchi cipicide intur, siteseratia quaescilibus ulpa peliquam hicita vendamet parupti scitat rest optatqui 

tem ipid untibusa  
que niet
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leedsbeckett.ac.uk 

LOREM IPSUM 
DOLOR SIT AMET, 
CONSECTETUR 
ADIPISCING ELIT . 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Quisque 
pretium odio ac ex 
vestibulum posuere. 
Aliquam erat volutpat. 

§ 

  
 

Document  
title here 
Subtitle here 
 

leedsbeckett.ac.uk 
 

 

 

  
 

Document  
title here 
Subtitle here 
 

leedsbeckett.ac.uk 
 

 

 

LOREM IPSUM 
DOLOR SIT AMET, 
CONSECTETUR . 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Quisque pretium odio ac ex 
vestibulum posuere. 
Aliquam erat volutpat. 

leedsbeckett.ac.uk 

These are available from 
Marketing Self-Help.
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These are available from 
Marketing Self-Help.
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These are available from 
Marketing Self-Help.

Signatures are also 
available for all schools. 
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Thursday 19 July 2018, 19:00 - 22:00
Great Hall, James Graham Building
Headingley Campus
Leeds Beckett University
Leeds, LS16 5LF

RSVP
K.Humphries@leedsbeckett.ac.uk

Professor Peter Slee, Vice Chancellor, 
requests the pleasure of 

  at the

GRADUATION DINNER
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Templates and other files can  
be downloaded on the staff site  
from Marketing Self-Help.

For enquiries or artwork,  
please contact our creative team:
creative@leedsbeckett.ac.uk

0113 81 24663


